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subsidy even to meet the capital cost of new workhouses or
main drainage. Such grants-in-aid as were evolved were for
maintaining law and order, and not for the nascent social
services, with such puny exceptions as the assumption by the
exchequer in 1846 of half the cost of poor-law teachers and
medical officers and all the cost of district auditors, or the pay-
ment from 1875 of a fixed sum for each pauper lunatic in an
asylum. Goschen in 1888 tried to call a halt to this process by
consolidating these primitive grants-in-aid in a general ex-
chequer contribution:   this was limited to the proceeds of
locally collected licence-duties and one quarter of the locally-
collected probate duty; no provision was made for its periodic
re-apportionment among the historic counties in accordance
with their evolving needs; and it ceased to rise and fall with
the rise and fall of local expenditure, so that the councils stood
to gain unduly by parsimony even if they lost deservedly by
profusion. But Goschen's search for finality was premature.
And new grants-in-aid were voted for new odds and ends as
they rose to importance—tuberculosis treatment and mental
deficiency, for instance, in the hands of local authorities, and
blind welfare and maternal and infant welfare in the hands of
voluntary local agencies—to say nothing of huge items such
as motor-roads which can hardly be counted among the social
services, although they have often been subsidized with a view
to providing employment.
Taking advantage of the trebling of grants to compensate
for de-rating, in 1929 Mr. Neville Chamberlain therefore re-
newed Goschen's attempt to consolidate these miscellaneous
grants in a general exchequer contribution. Instead of being
fixed and final, these new block grants were to rise with the
rise in the nation's rate-borne expenditure; a minimum pro-
portion was guaranteed instead of a maximum sum being
determined for all time. And these grants were to be periodi-
cally re-apportioned among the administrative counties and
county boroughs, so that the apportionment should gradually
be made proportionate to their population, with some adjust-
ment to meet such needs as arise from an abnormally high rate

